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Abstract 
Posting represents a growing dimension of intra-European mobility. This ebook proposes an 
analysis of posted work, based on transnational research conducted with Portuguese workers in 
the construction sector in France. Inspired by Reynaud’s theory of social regulation, the 
approach adopted considers posted work as a social system, opposed to traditional industrial 
relations. The result of the regulation process shows a shift from migration to mobility 
characterized by poor working conditions and unofficial negotiations and agreements. But 
posting cannot be considered as “informal” employment. Posting creates its own rules that need 
to be considered as much as legal elements in order to understand the growing trend and the 
use of these workers.   
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Posted work: informality and social regulation  

Jens Thoemmes, CNRS, Université de Toulouse Jean-Jaurès 
 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Posting is, supposedly, a temporary mobility and presumes the return of 

the worker to the country of origin after a maximum period of two years. 

Posting today represents 1% of all European employment. An employee is 

considered “posted” when working in a member state of the European Union 

different from their usual place of work: a company sends one or more of its 

employees abroad, as part of a transnational offer of services, putting them at 

the disposal of a national company to perform a specific, professional task1.  

A comparative study of 12 EU countries revealed four different types of 

posting-related employment (Cremers, 2011): a) posting with subcontractors, 

providing well-paid skilled workers belonging to their core workforce; b) 

subcontractors who can provide a workforce from a country with low social 

security payments; c) posting with illegal cuts in the worker’s wages for 

administrative costs, housing, transport, and tax; d) different forms of fake 

posting. As such, posting cannot be considered undeclared, illegal or informal 

per se. But precarious employment situations of posted workers in various 

sectors raise the issue of “social dumping” threatening working conditions and 

national or sectoral collective bargaining. Over recent months and years, 

discussions on posted work led to diverse political initiatives at the national 

 
1 The French Labour Code L. 342-1 provides four cases (Desbarats, 2006): 
- the classic case of a French company that has contracted with a foreign company, the latter 
sending its employees to France to perform the service; 
- posting between branches of the same company or between companies in the same group; 
- posting of employees by a company of temporary work - established outside France - to a 
company established on French territory; 
- a foreign company may temporarily post workers to France, to perform an operation on its 
own account, in the absence of any contract between the two companies. 
All foreign language sources in this paper are translated by us. 
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and European levels. They focus on containing and reversing widespread abuse 

of the European rules that regulate posting2. The literature points to the case of 

the construction sector in France (Lefebvre, 2006) and especially the existence of 

non- or under-declared work (Kahmann, 2006). The effects of employment 

linked to foreign subcontracting and posting were noted in other countries. For 

example, in Germany about half of the native workforce in construction was 

replaced by foreign service companies (Bosch et al., 2011). Research on posting 

includes cross-national and sectoral approaches and more recently 

transnational employment relations (Wagner, 2015a; 2015b).  

Our contribution to this debate wants to be twofold, empirical and 

theoretical. We would like to add to transnational research the movement of 

Portuguese workers posted to the construction sector in France, a case that 

remains largely unexplored. Furthermore, we would like to introduce an 

approach that analyses posting as an autonomous system of social regulations 

(Reynaud, 1983), capable of creating its own rules opposed to traditional 

industrial relations. These new rules are agreements between workers and 

employers. We do not consider such practices as “informal”. Our view turns the 

formal/informal employment opposition into an encounter between a system 

of industrial relations providing legal rules, collective agreements and state 

supervision and an autonomous sphere of posting where union activity and 

supervision are almost absent.  

The latter raises questions: Who sets the actual rules of posting? Do the 

posted workers negotiate their working conditions? Does the shift from 

migration to posting change the life of Portuguese workers in the construction 

sector in France? What are the roles of the Portuguese employers and the 

French user undertaking in this process? May this case contribute to the general 

understanding of informality in the labour market?  

In order to answer these questions, we conducted a series of recorded 

and transcribed in-depth interviews (n: 45) with mostly Portuguese workers 

 
2Directive 2014/67/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014, and 
project of the European Commission to revise the Directive “Posted work” in 2016. 
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(33, Appendix, Tab.1). These interviews were conducted over a three-year 

period in various locations in France and Portugal.  

This contribution is structured in two parts. The first part describes the 

context, history and development of posting. It summarises literature, 

discussions and approaches. The second part displays the present rules of 

posting, empirical findings and defines posting as a different social system. 

 

Literature and approach 

Our approach wants to show progressively the idea that posting should 

not be considered as “deviant” or “informal” in order to explain its genuine 

nature and its ability to create lasting own rules. Contrary to functionalist view, 

we are analysing posted work with the help of Reynaud’s theory of social 

regulation (Reynaud, 1983). With this theory, posting is the object of a social 

process leading to arrangements and ultimately to a social rule that is disputed, 

fragile and that describes an existing social system. This approach is not 

determined by state borders or by legal rules. But political and legal aspects are 

important as they contribute to the construction of the social rule. The view of 

posted work as a process is essential to its understanding and explanation 

(Maggi, 2003/2016). We will detail these aspects with current literature which, 

of course, mostly follows other theoretical frameworks. 

 

Historical and current developments of posted work in the EU 

Today, the most important text relating to posting is European Directive 

71/1996 3 . The Posting Workers Directive (PWD) codifies temporary 

expatriation, and describes a minimum social basis to guarantee the rights of 

posted workers. Three situations of posting between two states are mentioned: 

contracting/subcontracting; transfers within the same company; temporary 

work (Hoek, Houwerzijl, 2011a). To protect employees in the country of 

 
3Directive 96/71/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 16 December 1996 
concerning the posting of workers in the framework of the provision of services. Journal official 
n. L 018, 21/01/1997: 0001-0006. 
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destination the PWD details maximum work periods and minimum 

breaks/leave, minimum wage, health and safety in the workplace, equal 

treatment of men and women, as well as other provisions on non-

discrimination.  

The PWD was the result of a long process. In the 1950s posting already 

existed, and in the early 1960s discussions were being held on its connections to 

the freedom of workers, services, establishments and goods. It was recognised 

that the provision of services involved specialised cross-border workers 

(Houwerzijl, 2006). In the 1980s, European construction trade unions demanded 

the inclusion of a social clause for public works to guarantee working 

conditions and collective agreements in the country of destination (Cremers et 

al., 2007). After discussions, the European Commission voted on a proposal for 

a directive on posting workers in 1991. It was only five years later that the 

scheme was finally adopted because of ongoing debates on various issues such 

as the temporary nature of posting, a common definition of workers, minimum 

standards for working conditions, and relations between posting and collective 

bargaining (ibid.). 

Then, three simultaneous processes connected to the European labour 

market took place. 

- The enlargement of the European Union from a small number of countries in 

the 1950s to today’s twenty-eight member states. Between 2004 and 2007, the 

presence of former Eastern European countries with weak union traditions was 

perceived as a threat to the regulation of labour standards in the rest of the EU 

(Woolfson, Sommers, 2006). 

- The free movement of persons, a fundamental right guaranteed by European 

Union treaties, permitted the removal of borders between the Schengen 

Convention member states4. 

 
4France, Ministère de l’Intérieur, Direction des libertés publiques et des affaires juridiques. 
Schengen, accord du 14 juin 1985: textes de référence. Paris, Direction des journaux officiels, 
1996. 
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- The freedom to provide services in the internal market of the European Union, 

adopted in 2006, known as the “Bolkestein” directive, is the basis for the 

transnational provision of services within the EU5. 

- In almost all industries there was the strong development of outsourcing of 

the labour force. For example, data for construction show a strong reduction of 

direct labour and the creation of more “flexible” workers6. 

Together with the employment crisis, these developments triggered an 

increase in posted work, and led to its spread within the European Union. 

According to official declarations 516,000 employees were posted to France in 

2017, more than doubling since 2014 (Appendix, Fig. 1) 7 . Polish citizens 

represented the largest population posted in France (38,000), followed by 

Portuguese citizens (34,500), then by Romanian workers (27,000). The 

construction sector accounted for 47% of the number of days worked by 

employees posted to France (Direction Générale du Travail, 2015). 58% of 

Portuguese declarations are concentrated in this very sector 8 . The official 

number of posted workers in the European Union increased by nearly 45% 

between 2010 and 2014, rising from 1.3 to 1.9 million people (Richard, 2014). 

According to Pacolet and Wispelaere (2017), in 2015 posting increased to 

2.05 million, with three main countries of origin (Poland: 463,174; Germany: 

240,862; France 139,040) and three main destinations (Germany: 418,908; France: 

177,674; Belgium: 156,556). France received 25% more postings in 2015 

compared to 2014. Most of the EU postings were in the construction sector 

(36%). 64,970 posted workers came from Portugal, and 54.3% entered the 

construction sector (ibid.).  

 
5Directive 2006/123/EC of the European Parliament and Council of 12 December 2006 on 
services in the internal market. Journal officiel L 376, 27/12/2006: 0036-0068. Between 2005 and 
2006 the expression “Polish plumber” crystallised the public debate in France. 
6 See for instance the ILO publication (2009), Changing employment patterns and collective 
bargaining: The case of construction, ILO, http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---
ed_dialogue/--- 
7Source: Cour des Comptes, 2019; Direction Générale du Travail, 2015. 
8Here we must add posting to temporary agency work in the construction sector agency, sectors 
that are counted separately. 
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Statistics on posting are, however, considered “flimsy” given the 

codification of this type of employment. In the past, the majority of workers 

posted in France escaped screening. Grignon (2006) declares that at least 80% of 

posted workers were not subject to compulsory prior declaration. Oversight 

bodies and the administration therefore know neither their identity nor their 

workplace (Cremers, 2011). The PWD encountered jurisprudence that shed a 

complementary light on posting, especially through the Court of Justice of the 

European Union (CJEU) and its decisions9. From a legal and formal perspective, 

transnational posting oscillates between two poles. The first seeks to strengthen 

the economic freedoms exercised within the European Union, and the second 

aims at improving the working conditions of those who are subject to posting. 

The goal of the former is to increase mobility within the European Union, and 

to boost job creation in particular. Since the discussion of the Bolkestein 

directive, the liberalisation of services crystallised these debates (Loder, 2011). 

The CJEU ruling on this issue confirmed the link to the free movement of 

services, with the exception of temporary work (Amauger-Lattes, 2014; 

Amauger-Lattes, Jazottes, 2007)10. 

Two main logic guided the design of the legal rule. The first reflects the 

fact that posted workers were not meant to enter the labour market of the host 

country. This view supports an interpretation of posting in terms of “mobility” 

rather than in terms of “migration”. The second considers posting as a modality 

of the implementation of manpower “service” (Guiorguieff, 2014). It follows 

that no work permit was required in the country that hosted a posted worker. 

 
9Over the last 30 years, four decisions in particular (Webb, Rush Portuguesa, Viking, Laval) 
shaped jurisprudence in this field: 
- Eur-lex - Case 279/80 - Judgement Webb - December 17, 1981, 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:61980CJ0279:FR:PDF 
- Eur-lex - Case C-113/89 - Rush Portuguesa - March 27, 1990, http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:61989CJ0113:FR:PDF 
- Europa - Case C-341/05 - Stop Laval - December 18, 2007, 
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/legal_service/arrets/05c341_fr.pdf 
- Europa - Case C-438/05 - Viking - December 11, 2011  
See also: Gennard, 2008. 
10Our analysis of the legal rule developed here is particularly indebted to Marie-Cécile 
Amauger-Lattes. 
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Similarly, when it came to defining the social status of posting, the law of the 

country of origin prevailed concerning social security, and was subject to 

certain restrictions concerning the labour law (Amauger-Lattes, 2014). Beyond 

giving precedence to the country of origin, this leads to the coexistence, on 

construction sites located in France, of as many social schemes as there are 

nationalities, sometimes more than a dozen11.  

To this jurisprudence the PWD adds an obligation for Member States 

hosting posted workers on their territory by establishing a nucleus of 

mandatory and enforceable rules. It specifies the nature of the relevant 

standards, and it grants competence to the judge of the host country to 

implement the provisions of the PWD (Hoek, Houwerzijl, 2011b). The directive 

thus makes allowances for applying the laws, administrative regulations, and 

collective agreements in the construction sector12. It applies to minimum wages 

and work rules in case of posting. 

At the request of France in particular, the PWD was supplemented by an 

implementing directive adopted in May 2014. It specifies how to determine the 

substance of posting, the responsibilities of orders for which the service is 

provided and the administrative requirements that may govern the use of this 

form of work. Member States had until June 2016 to transpose this directive into 

national law, but this deadline has not been systematically respected. Following 

the request submitted by seven Member States (France, Germany, Benelux 

countries, Austria and Sweden), the European Commission presented in March 

2016 a draft revision of the PWD to ensure fair and equitable remuneration 

conditions. After difficult negotiations, the revised PWD was adopted by the 

European Parliament and the Council on 28 June 2018 to be applied in 2020. 

 

 

 

 
11Interview, labour inspector, Midi-Pyrénées, 2012. 
12Légifrance, 2015, Convention collective nationale des ouvriers employés par les entreprises du 
bâtiment du 8 octobre 1990. 
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Current debates on posting 

Yet, a fundamental criticism opposed these legal rules. First, respecting 

the regulations still leaves room for “unfair” competition. Second, in practice, 

the rule of posting is not respected at least in certain sectors and countries. The 

literature on posted work shows a variety of comparative research projects 

supported by European institutions (Cremers, 2011; Hoek, Houwerzijl, 2011a; 

2011b; Clark, 2012; Voss et al., 2016; Pacolet, Wispelaere, 2017). The situations in 

different countries are compared, giving a detailed overview of legislation, 

jurisdictions, administrations, current situations of posting, labour markets, 

collective bargaining, company cases, and political initiatives. Without 

generalising the results for each country, sector or situation, a number of 

posting-related issues still remain: the lack of information and reliable data on 

the total number of posted workers; the difficulty of considering posting as a 

single employment status given the different forms and models it can take, the 

tension existing between the freedom of travel/services and social protection, 

and the need for further improvement and enforcement of the regulatory 

framework. The “enforcement gap” (Wagner, Berntsen, 2016) represents a core 

issue in current discussions. 

The debate in the literature derives from two sources. First, the 

regulatory framework still leaves loopholes for “deviant” practices; and 

secondly, posting in some sectors and some countries resemble social dumping 

when compared to the working conditions of the local workforce. 

Concerning the first aspect, legal uncertainties remain, reminiscent of the 

initial discussions on the PWD (Voss et al., 2016): an unsatisfactory definition of 

the meaning of “temporary” posting, the need to prove that the connection to 

the posting company’s home country is genuine, the nature of the guaranteed 

core of employment conditions, the lack of definition of minimum rates, the 

legal tensions existing between objectives of freedom and protection, and the 

problems of implementing and enforcing the PWD. All this concurs to highlight 

the need for a policy that prevents fraud and anticipates abusive practices 

(Cremers, 2016). 
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As to the second factor, that of “social dumping practices”, the literature 

draws attention to several points. This view is illustrated by a report which 

observed that “perfect compliance with the directive on posting can leave a cost 

difference of up to 50% between French and posted Polish employees” 

(Grignon, 2006: 28). The considerable differences in the cost of social security 

schemes challenge the economic incentives attached to hiring the local 

workforce. Other elements appear to back the social dumping theory: avoiding 

social regulations, advantages in terms of competitiveness including high-wage 

countries and large multinational corporations that bet on the competition 

between national governments (Bernaciak, 2015). The existence of letterbox-

type companies especially is singled out in most research projects. Letterbox 

companies are legal entities, established on paper in any European Union 

country, with or without a link to business (McGauran, 2016): they allow for 

taxes, wages, labour standards and social contributions lower than those 

applied in the countries of legal residence. Right from the beginning, the 

directive spurred continuous discussions and criticism, including on the part of 

trade unions, as well as national governments and political parties that call for a 

revision of the directive. Labour organisations consider that applying the 

posting directive is made difficult by the use of a long-term workforce, by 

supply chains operating with a series of sub-contractors, and finally by the use 

of false documents (Clark, 2012). Fraud is thus facilitated by the lack of legal 

obligations, because controls are carried out only after the fact, and more 

broadly, by the absence of any administrative monitoring of posting. If the legal 

arrangements seem perfectly consistent, the exploitation of comparative 

advantages between states creates a gray area where international industrial 

conflicts may appear and informalisation occurs (Woolfson, Sommers, 2006). 

Widespread globalisation (Sassen, 1994) and neoliberal policies (Heintz, Pollin, 

2003) are considered key to the specific European form of labour represented by 

posting. 
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An approach based on transnational social regulation 

Freedom of movement and residence for workers in the EU is a right 

established by the 1957 Treaty of Rome and 1992 Treaty of Maastricht. But there 

is a fundamental difference with posting, related to the cross-border provision 

of services. This sort of employment is linked to the country of origin and 

enforcement of the specific posting rules in the host countries are often not on 

the same level compared to nationally regulated employment. As we observed, 

illicit forms of posting from one country to another are often considered by 

theory as “informal” work13. Indeed, the ILO describes the “informal economy 

as referring to all economic activities by workers and economic units that are – 

in law or in practice – not covered or insufficiently covered by formal 

arrangements” (OECD/ILO, 2019). As presumably legal activities, that 

definition would include here the posting case we have explored. Other 

definitions of informal work do not exclude illegitimate activities. In a broader 

sense, informal employment includes both legitimate activities for which one 

receives payment, and illegitimate or criminal activities (Nightingale, Wander 

2011). A consensus would exclude criminal activities from that definition and 

focus for informal employment on tax and regulation avoidance (ibid.). Our case 

study would also be covered by this definition of informal employment. 

After volunteer work, and child and elder care, posting could be seen - at 

least in part - as a third type of informal employment linked to “undeclared 

work” (Jensen et al., 2010). As fake or illegal posting it undergoes 

informalisation (Cremers, 2011), when compared to the formal employment 

practices of the host country. The view that off- and on-shore practises 

undermine states’ abilities to maintain traditional collective bargaining systems 
 

13We believe that the increase in publications on informality, informal work, the economy or the 
informal sector in recent years reflects the growth of this form of employment. The perspective 
of informal economy and work may have a side effect of confining these workers within a 
functionalist theoretical framework. The terms “informal” and “informality” are not the only 
ones in question. Other terms such as “illegal”, “false”, “illicit”, “deviant”, “non-standard”, 
“undeclared posted work”, etc. can be used to describe a lack of formalisation. Our view is that 
these terms are often not limited to qualify an area of exploration, but may be part of a diverse 
and implicit theoretical framework that separates workers on principle. Moreover, in this 
respect, posted work would only be one form among others that do not belong to “standard” 
employment relationships. 
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and working conditions is a step further in this direction. Lillie (2010) considers 

those practices to be a general process of variegation and deterritorialization. 

Areas of exception in the form of off- and on-shore practises (maritime 

shipping, posting and subcontracting in construction) could ultimately become 

the new norm of employment driven by capitalist action out of (worker’s or 

state) control. “Because the employment conditions of posted workers often 

violate local law and practice, the bargain between worker and employer 

remains informal and implicit” (Lillie, 2016: 42).  “As a consequence of unlawful 

practices by companies and of the informal arrangements between them and 

their employees, workers experience different degrees of precarity in the 

country of destination” (Voivozeanu, 2019: 96). European liberalisation allowed 

the importation of “informal work practices” inducing new competition with 

nation-related employment systems (Wagner, Lillie, 2014). This opens a 

perspective whereby transnational work spaces impose their own social 

regulations and may indicate new angles for collective action (Wagner, 2015b). 

It broadens the view of national models of collective bargaining and questions 

social theories of comparative research in which national, societal or Nordic 

models are used as a scheme for analysing current features of work and 

employment.  

Our approach suggests alternatively that there is a growing difficulty to 

distinguish the normal and exceptional, the formal and informal. Furthermore, 

it may be counterproductive to qualify posting even in specific cases as 

“informal”, representing a “deviant” or a “new” normativity. The concept of 

“informal economy” fell short, a long time ago, in defining a distinct situation 

(Breman, 1976). To distinguish it from a formal economy is not only to say that 

the official rules apply only imperfectly, but that there is a kind of degradation 

of the law in practice (Reynaud, 1988); that the “bad intelligence” of the formal 

rules, the oppositions between groups, the irruption of individual intrusions 

distort or disrupt their application.  

Indeed, posting constantly relies on formalised employment practices, 

even when it frequently appears, at the end of a verification process, to be 
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undeclared work (informal). That is the reason why it is difficult, during 

fieldwork, to ask a posted worker if he/she is “really” posted. He/she thinks 

he/she is posted, even if he/she hardly knows what rights and obligations this 

implies and cannot give any clear evidence of their employment status. The 

point where formal and informal spheres meet is highly significant. Our 

approach transforms this opposition into a control/autonomy opposition based 

on the Reynaud’s theory of social regulation (Reynaud, 1983). It suggests the 

existence of spaces of negotiation, conflict and compromise between two types 

of regulation that create a social system: one regulation is linked to autonomy 

(e.g. employee representatives), the other to control (e.g. management) 

(Reynaud, 1988).  

We consider, furthermore, following the plurality of social systems 

(Reynaud, 1989) that two competing social systems in the sense of a non-

functionalist definition exist: traditional industrial relations and posting. 

Posting would be considered an “autonomous”, transnational social system, 

itself based on an opposition between autonomy and control (posted workers 

vs. employers/user undertaking). This “autonomous” posting system is capable 

of constructing its own rules, that is what we wish to show here, related or 

opposed to the system of legal rules and traditional collective bargaining 

(control). Deviance (social dumping) can be collective, and it goes further than 

deviance, demanding a different rule. That critical position of the functionalist 

view and the necessity to take into account “autonomy” based on Reynaud’s 

developments (Maggi, 2020) is central to our proposition. 

The analysis of organisation shows that the “negotiation” between those 

who have the monopoly of legitimate regulation, and those to whom they try to 

apply the rule, is necessarily partly clandestine and implicit. This view shows, 

especially for posting during the last two decades, that explicit negotiation and 

enforcement of formal rules cannot cover every situation. Our approach 

between 2011 and 201514 produced a series of observations and interviews, all 

 
14Between 2011 and 2012 research was funded by the European Commission (DG Employment 
Social Affairs); and between 2013 and 2015 by ANR through SMS Labex, Toulouse. Our 
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recorded and transcribed, with Portuguese workers in the building sector 

(Tab. 1), with Portuguese employers, and, on the French side, labour inspectors, 

trade unionists and civil servants (n: 45)15. Other observations were carried out 

while following trade unionists during their activities on construction sites, 

especially during individual and collective disputes16. 

 

Portuguese construction workers posted to France: social rules 
 
Law and collective bargaining in the French construction sector 

National reports give detailed overviews of the working conditions in 

the French construction sector (Kahmann, 2006; Lefebvre, 2006; Cremers, 2011; 

European Institute for Construction Labour Research, 2014). Two national 

collective labour agreements govern the sector, the first relating to public 

 
research started with a European project (PostER) in 2011, with the aim to analyse examples of 
the working and living conditions of posted workers in five countries (Belgium, France, 
Germany, Sweden and the UK). Information on posted workers’ employment rights and their 
enforcement was supplemented with interviews of posted workers in order to present a picture 
of the reality behind the policy debates (Clark, 2012). Designed as an exploratory research, we 
experienced problems obtaining detailed feedback from workers to describe their situation in 
long interviews with recorded and transcribed data. Their precarious situation, mistrust and 
linguistic difficulties prevented us from describing their activities in detail. We then adapted 
our methodology in a second project. Our choice to continue working in the construction sector 
and on the Portuguese workforce in France was guided by practical aspects. On the one hand, 
we already had good contacts with local unions and with labour inspectors who encouraged us 
to persevere in the construction sector, considered as the most “sensitive”. On the other hand, 
we were joined by a Portuguese sociologist interested in posting. We also shifted our focus from 
comparative to transnational research. From 2013 onwards, we implemented a transnational 
approach favouring movement. We travelled between various locations for more than 24 
months. First, in March 2013, we visited the Ile-de-France region to meet with posted workers. 
Secondly, interviews took us to the Minho region (Northern Portugal) where we interviewed 
other workers and their Portuguese employers while they were on vacation between two 
posting phases. Third, we moved to the French Alps in December of the same year. Finally, 
other meetings took place with workers in Midi-Pyrénées (2012, 2015), Ile de France (2013, 
2014), Auvergne (2014), Corsica (2015) and back to Portugal (2015). Two other publications 
relate to the results in detail: Oliveira da Silva, Thoemmes, 2017; Thoemmes, Oliveira da Silva, 
2017. 
15All interviews were recorded and transcribed. Interviews with Portuguese workers were 
mostly translated from Portuguese into French, simultaneous or consecutive. 33/45 were 
conducted with Portuguese employees, all were on a posted worker status except for two 
employees of a Portuguese temp agency, one Portuguese employer was employed by his own 
company, and one was an illegal worker (Tab.1, Appendix, No. 15, 17, 20, 23). Absolute 
anonymity was ensured. 
16We thank Diana Oliveira for her participation during fieldwork (interviews, translation), as 
well as the CGT Auvergne and Midi-Pyrénées construction unions for facilitating access to 
posted workers in these situations. 
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works, the second to the building sector. The French State extends these 

agreements to all employers and employees. Foreign service providers apply 

those salary levels to posted workers. Mandatory rules are established by law, 

such as compliance with the collective agreement minimum wage in the 

construction and public works sectors. In France the gross minimum monthly 

wage is € 1,457 (ca. € 1,137 net) in the construction collective agreement, and 

increases depending on the employee’s position. The legal work week (35 

hours), maximum duration of the work day (10 hours), provisions and limits for 

overtime (180 hours max. per year), night work and leave, as well as provisions 

concerning housing, meals, and transportation apply to posted workers. The 

labour law provides detailed administrative procedures for temporary 

employment and posting, responsibilities for user undertaking, penalties in case 

of clandestine employment and necessary documents for inspection purposes. 

Recent changes in national law are especially linked to the transposition of the 

PWD related directive 2014/67/EU  (Trésor-Eco, 2016): the responsibility of the 

client is extended to the entire subcontracting chain with regard to posting 

obligations, in the event of non-payment of the minimum wage and in case of 

non-compliance with labour legislation, conditions of employment, living and 

housing. Unions can now defend workers without having a personal mandate. 

The latter disposition is important, but union coverage in France is particularly 

low (7.7% in general, and below 10% industry-wide) and split into many small 

organisations. Most of the unions don’t have the means to investigate 

individual posting issues in construction companies. Nevertheless, some 

emblematic cases do exist and they are always linked to the public labour 

inspectorate in charge of applying the law.  

A historically well-known case concerned the construction of the Atlantic 

line of the TGV high-speed train where workers from the Portuguese firm Rush 

Portuguesa carried out subcontracting work in 1986 (Cremers, Donders, 2004). 

It could not produce proof of any work permits for its workers and a special 

fine was imposed on the company. The procedure ultimately ended in the 

European Court of Justice, with the judgement Rush Portuguesa (1990) in which 
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the judges defined posting as coming under the freedom to provide services. It 

allowed Portuguese companies to post their skilled or unskilled workers to 

France without work permits (ibid.). The French Labour Inspectorate (2,246 

agents in 2011) is generally responsible for ensuring the enforcement of labour 

laws and minimum wage rules in sector agreements. Its powers to control and 

sanction are extensive. In 2016, it organised around 2,000 inspections per 

month, related to posted work, 75% of which were carried out in the 

construction sector. French unions can, and do occasionally call on labour 

inspectors to solve issues related to posted work.  

 

A historical shift from migration to mobility: new but not “informal” rules for 

Portuguese workers 

Historically Portuguese workers were among those who circulated the 

most in the European area, often to their favourite destination: the French 

construction sector. This flow began with the announced departure of Algerian 

construction workers on the eve of Algerian independence (1962). Within 

fifteen years, the number of Portuguese workers rose from 50,000 to 750,000. 

“Their departure is often firm in words and intent. They see it as a way to 

amass a nest egg within a few years, in order to build a house in the village 

with their savings [...] and come back. The project of founding a family is 

compounded by the desire to have one’s own house. Hence the strategy to 

travel as a couple. With two salaries in France, the stay is shorter [...] “ 

(Cordeiro, 2002: 67). Their “to-and-fro” was massive as early as the 1960s, with 

a million people crossing Europe at least once a year to go to Portugal. The to-

and-fro is as much economically driven as it is linked to a sense of identity. It is 

grounded in a migration project whose legitimacy lies in the village of origin, 

while the whole experience revolves around a dual French-Portuguese identity 

(Charbit et al., 1997). But mobility is then carried out at the expense of the 

project to return. The latter is implemented in much smaller proportions than 

was first planned, especially when retirement comes. Paradoxically, what 

survived from this period of vast Portuguese migration to France is not so 
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much the migration project itself, neither as a couple nor alone, but another 

form of movement of labour. For the newer generations of Portuguese workers, 

it took the form of posting in the French construction sector, especially after the 

2008 crisis. Posted work comes to illustrate the idea that migration now roughly 

equates mobility, with a more “precarious,” “irregular” and blurred status (Rea, 

Tripier, 2010). Mobile workers foster transnational wealth, sometimes linked to 

the underground economy, but also increasingly as a contribution to the more 

traditional and “formal” economy. This economic activity frames intra-

European movements as a “circulatory territory” (Tarrius, 1992; 2015). The 

concept of migration implies changing one’s place of life and crossing a border 

when it is international. The concept of geographical mobility refers to the to-

and-fro, to reversible and quick changes, that of the workplace in our case. 

 

“Posting is so fast and easy at the moment, it has nothing to do with 
migration [...]. They put the van in my hands, saying - listen, you go to Ponte 
and you take two (workers), you go to Barcelos and you take two others and 
then you go to Toulouse. I had never set foot in France, and here is the van, the 
GPS and France “(Portuguese labourer, Île-de-France, 2014, No. 27). 

 

“Everything was very unexpected, fast, they needed someone urgently” 
(Portuguese construction manager, North Portugal, 2013, No. 16). 

 

“We get a phone call, we need a fixed number of people who are 
travelling this weekend to start on Monday” (Portuguese employee, Agency for 
posting, North Portugal, 2013, No. 17). 

 

Although the concept of “mobility” has an ideological connotation 

(freedom, choice, flexibility, etc.) it also triggers the idea of a radical change in 

the nature of migration (Tarrius, 1992; Pellerin, 2011), with posting taking an 

ever-larger part in these new developments. Posting as a form of mobility 

creates its own set of transnational rules. Those rules are different, but from an 

objective and subjective view they are not “informal.” Especially time 

regulation (Thoemmes, 2015) produces here a specific set of rules. These rules 

include uncertainty. The worker has to be prepared to leave his Portuguese 
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village or town from one day to the next. Frequently he does not know what the 

precise destination is, the content of the mission, the conditions of housing or 

the duration of the stay. Mobility here follows rules of blind and unconditional 

availability. That is perfectly known by the workers. A worker told us in 

Portugal that he “always has a packed suitcase behind his door”. 

 

The actual rule of remuneration and double accounting 

A rule is an organising principle. It is a guide of action, a stallion that 

makes it possible to make a judgement, a model which directs the action 

(Reynaud, 1989; Terssac, 2003; 2012). But sometimes it is quite difficult to find 

out which is the actual rule, in our case the salary of the posted worker. Due to 

the shift from migration to mobility, the working and living conditions of 

Portuguese workers changed. The reason why it is problematic to determine 

how this affects earnings is twofold. First it is due to the ignorance of the total 

number of workers posted in France and to the lack of information regarding 

actual wages. Second, in practice, there is no agreement as to what is being 

measured in terms of income: wages reported or wages actually received; 

wages per unit of working time, correspondence of social insurance 

contributions to wages, etc. The rules on construction sites in France are prone 

to tacit agreements, based on the objective characteristics of the Portuguese 

labour market with an unemployment rate of 13%17 and a minimum wage of € 

589/month (about € 505 net).18 During our research, we discovered that the 

wages of Portuguese workers on sites located in France were first based on the 

objective conditions of the Portuguese labour market. In many cases 19 , 

clandestine bargaining starts on that “Portuguese” basis, often by way of an 

oral agreement. 

 

 
17France (10,5%), April 2015, source: Eurostat. 
18Amount calculated over 12 months. France (€ 1456), in January 2015, source: Eurostat. 
19We do not generalise to every case we met, but the analysis can be applied to most of them. 
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“They have normal papers as if they were working in Portugal, but they 
are working here. There are many cases like this here” (Labourer, Île-de-France, 
2014, No. 27). 

 

“Working conditions are the same as in Portugal. I had nothing to sign, 
nothing more, it is with our basic contract that we left” (Locksmith, Portugal, 
2013, No. 22). 

 

“We started with a written pay that was more or less aligned with that of 
Portugal, but it is obvious that the one that was subsequently perceived was 
much higher” (Responsible Construction, Portugal, 2013, No. 16). 

 

A dual system of accounting then ensues: one that declares the employee 

at the Portuguese minimum wage, the other that reflects the arrangement 

between the Portuguese employer and the posted worker. This may result in 

undeclared pay rises or losses, sometimes very considerable, that may be 

granted on the basis of qualifications and professions.  

 

“We realised the situation of Portuguese workers was distinct from 
French employees. Talking together, they said they had only € 400 per month. 
While working about 40 hours a week. Except that behind this, it is quite 
difficult, because the company sends papers where, finally, all is good “ 
(Labour Inspector, Midi-Pyrénées, 2012). 

 

Official accounts are necessary to fulfil the requirements of the 

traditional bargaining system under the supervision of legal rules. Negotiated 

accounts are necessary to reflect the relations and agreements between posted 

workers and their employers. Moreover, the existence of this dual contract must 

remain secret since, if detected, sanctions may apply. Inversely to posted 

workers, many former Portuguese migrants established in France work today in 

construction companies with French contracts corresponding to traditional 

collective bargaining agreements. Posted workers are sometimes “falsely” 

presented as Portuguese with French contracts. Hiding the status of posting 

seems a way for some Portuguese employers and French user undertaking to 
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avoid questions from the labour inspectorate and investigations as pointed out 

by this Portuguese employee. 

 
          “A: We give all our papers. They are passed over to the (French) boss 
from there. If there are controls like that happens a few times, you have to say 
for whom you work and you have to lie. 
Q: So you say you work for the French company? 
A: Yes. 
Q: But you did not fill out any papers with the French company? 
A: No, no. 
Q: Inspection does not come to ask for contracts or other papers? 
A: No, but even if they ask us, we say that we left the papers with the (French) 
boss of the company” (Labourer, Île-de-France, 2014, No. 27). 

 

Despite the necessity to hide an unclear employment status, the social 

rule of wage is subject to negotiations between the Portuguese employee, the 

Portuguese employer and the French prime contractor. Even if it is secret, the 

rule between employer and employee can be constantly revised. This 

negotiation around remuneration also includes employer costs such as housing, 

gasoline for transportation to the construction site, home leave to Portugal, 

annual leave, food allowance. All these elements, in principle formally 

distinguished from wages, are part of a common, unwritten rule, yet on which 

the employee’s departure from Portugal hangs. In some cases, after negotiating, 

workers obtained from their Portuguese employers the payment of fuel costs, 

for food or for the return to Portugal. Late payments were kept in check by the 

refusal to work. 

 

“If Saturday I still have nothing on the account, Monday I will not work” 
(Tiler, Rhones-Alpes, 2013, No. 24). 

 

The “oral promise” made by the employer, even if not in line with legal 

French working conditions, is considered as “formally binding” by the 

Portuguese employees. If the given promise is not kept, sometimes violent 

tensions arise between employers and employees on the construction site. Even 

after the end of the contract these experiences are remembered.  
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“I refrain from going to his village because I could take him by the neck” 
(Tiler, Rhones-Alpes, 2013, No. 24). 

 

The initial oral contract is subject to changes and negotiations. It is 

therefore often very complicated to understand the exact content of the 

remuneration rule. The difference between the legal rule (which should be 

reflected in the pay slips), and the actual rule governing the remuneration, is a 

key element to understand posting. The labour inspectors were the first to draw 

our attention to the fact that what is declared by employers does not always 

correspond to what is actually received by employees. In most cases, the pay 

slip indicated an amount which amounted roughly to the statutory minimum 

wage, sometimes with exactly the same amount for all workers, while the real 

wages paid to the worker were in fact higher or lower. Lower formal figures 

allow employers to pay less for social insurance benefits, which are already 

lower because of the Portuguese origin of the workers. Still, increased real 

wages by negotiations between Portuguese employee and employer are inferior 

to what they should be according to legal and sector minimum standards and to 

the PWD. 

At the close of our research, if we were to formulate a hypothesis based 

on the average trend of the views we heard (33), we would say that a posted 

worker from Portugal does not earn more than half of what a French worker 

does, including benefits. In some cases, we found small differences with French 

wages, particularly when employees are highly skilled. In other cases, French 

employees can earn more than five times as much as a posted worker. Finally, 

we also found posted workers not having been paid at all. 

Wages must be assessed against the number of hours worked. 

Spontaneously, during interviews, the Portuguese workers compared their 

wages to those of French workers disregarding the fact that working time was 

not the same. The actual rule of a longer period of work was internalised by 

Portuguese workers and sometimes explicitly negotiated with the employer. 
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Above all, it reflects the reality on the ground. One way or another, almost all 

workers mentioned unpaid overtime.  

 

“What French companies do in a year’s time, we have to do in five or six 
months [...]. On the contract, it said 35 hours paid 39. But in a week’s time I 
work a lot more. What with work on Saturday, it amounts to, at least, 50 to 60 
hours per week. It makes a big difference with the French” (Leader, Midi-
Pyrenees, 2012, No. 5). 

 

Many of these extra hours were put in during trips to and from the 

construction site, between sites, and between the site and their lodgings. 

According to law and collective agreements, unusual travel to construction sites 

as well as transportation during normal working hours must be compensated 

by the employer. 

 

“Sometimes we work on Sunday and we must move to go to a new site. 
In my case, I live in the centre of France and I have to go to X and it can be up to 
1000 km drive on a Sunday. But the employer does not pay the time we spend 
on the road” (Leader, Midi-Pyrenees, 2012, No. 6). 

 

Furthermore, the PWD stipulates support for housing, food and travel 

expenditure 20 . For example, temporary housing is quite common in the 

construction sector, but is an acute problem for posted workers. (Appendix, 

Tab.1).  

 

“Sometimes it’s not so good. I share an 8 m² room with 2 other people. 
Before, it was worse: a house with four bedrooms could take up to 15 people. 
People slept in the kitchen and in the hallway. It was a bit of a mess” (Leader, 
Midi-Pyrenees, 2012, No. 5). 

 

“There are many companies that put workers in containers” (Locksmith, 
North Portugal, 2013, No. 22). 

 

 
20Directive 96/71/EC, 4: “Allowances specific to posting shall be considered as part of the 
minimum wage, to the extent that they are not paid as reimbursement of expenditure actually 
incurred because of the posting, such as travel expenditure, housing or food”. 
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A final point concerning housing was expressed by union representatives 

and labour inspectors. It focused on the strategic role of housing in relation to 

the availability of posted workers on construction sites, a way to reduce 

workers’ autonomy. It served to control their private life, but even more to 

control their schedule, and to ensure that the worker would come early to the 

construction site and leave as late as possible. In most cases, transportation 

between building site and accommodation was organised by and for the 

company. 

 

Informality and the social system of posting 

Both, widespread poor working conditions despite the legal framework, 

and complex negotiations about wages between posted workers and employers, 

raise a common question. Do the notions of formal and informal still have any 

practical and analytical value? The starting point of this analysis lies for 

Reynaud (1988) in the studies conducted by Elton Mayo in Western Electric, 

and more precisely with the classic report Management and the worker by 

Roethlisberger and Dickson (1939). At the end of the book the authors 

summarise their theoretical conclusions by distinguishing, within the social 

organisation, a formal organisation (official, explicit, written, all the rules that 

are displayed in an organisation) and an informal organisation (informal, 

unrecognised, partly clandestine, all the rules that only appears after 

observation of practices and after interviews with the interested parties). Both, 

formal and informal, are based on a system of values and beliefs.  

Reynaud (1988) refers to different classical studies relying on substantial 

fieldwork that already showed a critique of this distinction: describing 

“informal” intergroup connections as auto-organisation (Roy 1954) or as 

capabilities of professional groups, taking the example of coal mines (Trist, 

Higgin, 1963). For the Reynaud’s theory of social regulation (Reynaud, 1983) the 

“informal” seeks to establish a regulation against other regulations coming 

from above. It asserts autonomy against the control effort of technicians and 

organisers. According to Reynaud (1988), the authors of Management and the 
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worker have not only underestimated that rationality of the “informal” (its 

objective organisation of production and defence of the interests of employees) 

but also its strategic nature. Moreover, the thesis of informality itself becomes 

“indefensible” (Maggi, 2020). 

That also seems the case for the current political and scientific debate 

about posting: underestimating its rationality and its strategic nature. Parts of 

the literature, especially those linked to the labour movement, consider posting 

as a “deviant or informal” practice which should/could be regulated by 

European legislation. If one may agree on the political objective, the sociological 

analysis shows that “getting things back to normal” will be difficult. The point 

we would like to make is that those two sources of regulation (autonomy and 

control instead of informal and formal) may describe the relations between two 

competing systems (posting vs. traditional industrial relations).  

The concept “social system” is probably the most counter-intuitive 

notion that Jean-Daniel Reynaud has developed in his theory. It is true that the 

term itself suggests a passing filiation from the classical functionalist authors, 

but that filiation has never been claimed by the author (Reynaud, 1989). On the 

contrary, he postulates the plurality of systems, their partial character and their 

evolutionary nature. There is not one social system, but social systems. These 

systems often have blurred boundaries and are not fixed. So by using the term 

“social system”, the author is actually trying to distance himself from any 

functionalist and structuralist tradition without falling into the pure 

interactionism that would guide his explorations. The social system is indeed 

there to remind us of a framework. This framework is by definition more 

“robust” than a particular rule, for example, a rule on “wages”. On the other 

hand, the system is neither in equilibrium, nor “normative” in the sense that it 

would determine behaviours, nor rational in the sense that it would impose a 

model of rationality on the actors, nor formatted by a historical trend. This is 

why structural-functionalist determinism is as much rejected as determinism by 

the historical process view. Even for the most extensive systems, such as 

industrial relations or societies, “one should rather compare the nature and 
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extent of partial regulations than imagine a global regulation” (Reynaud, 1995: 

55). 

With this theory of the plurality of social systems (Reynaud, 1989) the 

state tries to control, but “illegal” practises of posting remain and adapt. Then 

there are adjustments (negotiations, conflicts) between both systems, around 

the PWD, for example. But posting, as a continuously growing form of 

employment, should still be considered “in principle” as an independent 

system finding ways to pursue its own goals. The interests of workers, 

employers and states within the system of posting resist the regulation efforts of 

the European Union for more than twenty years. 

There are also conflicts and adjustments inside the system of posting 

itself. Despite poor living conditions, posting can be considered as a social 

system deriving from ordinary normativity including opposition, discussions 

and negotiations (Reynaud, Richebé, 2009). It can produce actual rules of work 

fundamentally different from traditional collective bargaining. The relations 

between posted workers and their employers may be based on short or long-

term contracts. According to our interviewees, contract duration varies from 2 

months to 9 years, outreaching by far the legal duration of 2 years (Tab. 1). And, 

to a certain extent, workers can discuss their working conditions, salary 

increases, even if most of the time their attitude is defensive: asking for the 

payment of fuel for transportation or meals, for periodical returns to Portugal, 

asking to be paid at times or at all. The classical form of resistance, after threats 

and complaints, in order to engage in negotiations with the Portuguese 

employer, is to slow down or stop working either individually or collectively. 

Very rare are strikes with established union contacts, as we experienced it in a 

case of unfair dismissals (Thoemmes, 2014). Sometimes posted workers have 

representatives (for example the Portuguese worker of a group who also speaks 

French which is exceptional, or the worker with the longest experience in 

posting). As such, posting is not fundamentally different from any other 

employment system. Inside the posting system, agreements rely on an 

autonomous source of regulation (workers) and a controlling source (the 
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Portuguese Employer). What makes posting different is the third party, adding 

to the controlling source, the user undertaking, a French company in our case.  

Portuguese companies appear as intermediaries who benefit foreign 

companies and conglomerates. Especially small-sized Portuguese companies 

are under the domination of the user undertaking. The actual social regulation 

is the result of the organisation of an economic sector around a relationship 

between the Portuguese employer and their employee and the ordering 

customer. Portuguese firms work on behalf of private French companies, and 

obtain government or private procurement. In that world, posting is a 

systematic and large-scale pattern. 

 

“Yes, normally these are private companies, the public gives to the 
private and the private calls on to us. But we also take part in major projects, in 
the high-speed TGV lines and others. These are government projects. [...] The 
public gives to a huge French group and the big French business gives it to a 
half-dozen smaller companies. The big guy earns more than anyone else, doing 
nothing” (Manager, Posting Agency, 2013, North Portugal, No. 17). 

 

The interviews conducted with Labour Inspectors confirm this trend of 

posting networks that has been developing over the last fifteen years. Since 

2005, many declarations of posting and authorisation applications were made in 

southern France. The posted workforce in the construction sector is considered 

relatively higher-skilled when compared to previous immigrants, and even 

when compared to some of the local workforce, which means it can compensate 

for labour force shortages and substitute for the traditional workforce. In our 

findings, poor posting conditions do not correspond to an unskilled workforce.  

 

“So we first saw structural construction workers. The user undertaking 
therefore discovered an extraordinary workforce: quality workers who were 
posted on top of that, hence the user undertaking had no responsibility towards 
that staff” (Labour Inspector, 2012, Midi-Pyrenees). 

 

According to Labour Inspectors, the responsibility for the harsh 

situations experienced by Portuguese workers on construction sites lies 
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primarily with French contractors seeking to benefit from the advantageous 

rules on posting. 

 

“It is the prime contractors who create these situations and make them 
last. When I see that the foreperson is lodged by the prime contractor, that it’s 
their company which is used as a mailbox, it is obvious that there is a good 
understanding between all these people” (Labour Inspector, 2012 Midi-
Pyrenees). 

 

The user undertaking does have a particular position regarding the social 

system of posting. They are on top of the controlling regulation, co- or super-

employers of posted workers. But they also belong to the social system of 

traditional collective bargaining. They are involved in generally binding sector 

agreements with union representatives. The traditional bargaining system in 

construction has public and legal support on its side. The posting system has 

advantages in terms of labour costs and in providing employment for Southern 

and Eastern European countries. For the user undertaking, being in both 

systems is an advantage. They can use a mobile and a fixed workforce. Posting 

as a mobile workforce is still much cheaper than classical temporary work. In 

this perspective, posting stems partly from the strategy of Portuguese 

employers, and partly from that of major construction groups (Jounin, 2008; 

Afonso, 2012). The latter call on a double labour market: both national and 

transnational (Lillie, Greer, 2007). The corporate network for the transnational 

market is crucial, as it also encompasses recruiting agencies, lawyers, consulting 

agencies, and sometimes successive, or cascading subcontractors. Personal 

networks between Portuguese employers, employees and French outsources are 

commonly used. 

The social system should therefore extend from the workplace to the 

whole transnational territory. Despite outsourcers taking part in both, the social 

system of posting is intended to stay apart from traditional collective 

bargaining. The conflict between social systems may ultimately refer to 

competing rules issuing from two different systems of industrial relations 
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(Dunlop, 1958). Calling posting an “emerging industrial relations system” may 

also be linked to the EU seeking to re-regulate European production territories 

through the use of the notion of transnational “service delivery” and finally to 

(re) qualify work. This final point may be added to the debate on the future of 

work. It is still wishful thinking to hope that employers will ultimately consider 

posting as counterproductive because it undermines stable employment 

relations in the longer term (Woolfson, 2007), especially in the construction 

sector. The shift in employment from production to service activities may be 

considered as a motivation for posting, especially when the traditional 

collective bargaining system is considered too costly (Renooy, 2007).  The 

construction sector is impacted by a change in the way activities are viewed. 

Posting here means codifying labour as “service”. It may be seen as a project 

aimed at exempting the sphere of production from employee rights, though 

they are consubstantial to its existence. 

 

Conclusion 

The view that posting corresponds to informal labour practices should be 

questioned. The first set of observations stemming from the literature shows 

that posting may be perfectly in line with formal collective agreements and 

labour law in certain sectors and countries. For this reason, it is necessary to 

limit our conclusions to the specific case we described. Furthermore, posting is 

no longer marginal. A steady increase of workers (especially Portuguese) 

posted to French construction sites shows up a sector largely dependent on this 

form of labour.  

The second set of observations about the “informality” of posting points 

to our main contributions. Indeed, our results show that working and living 

conditions for posted Portuguese workers are different from those of workers 

covered by traditional industrial relations: they are characterised by short term 

recruitment, quick changes, availability, unpredictability, travel on a circular 

territory between Portugal and France and between French construction sites. 

But their poor working conditions are not “informal” as often presented in the 
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literature. They are the result of a negotiation process starting in Portugal with 

a low minimum wage and a working life in France subject to further changes. 

Salary may increase. Better working conditions due to the payment of 

transportation costs or food may be obtained, or conversely, a secretly 

negotiated salary may be paid late or not at all. Non-respected oral agreements 

create tensions between employers and employees on the construction site with 

an uncertain outcome. For this reason, the term “informality” does not cover 

the independent negotiation process and its capacity to create its own, new 

rules.  

We consider “deviance” and “non-compliance” with legal rules as a 

genuine social process (Reynaud, 1991).  Framed by European policy, posting is 

also the product of an ordinary normativity which is that of any collective 

action. These rules are temporary, like all rules, but quite resilient in the face of 

efforts at supervision and recent political changes, because they are supported 

by an autonomous system of social regulations. Their relationship to the 

traditional collective bargaining system confirms this view.  

From a political point of view and more than 20 years after the PWD, the 

efforts to close the “gap” between the two systems are still underway. “The 

possibility of verifying, legally and in practice, whether a worker is correctly 

posted within the framework of the provision of services has become an 

Achilles heel of the enforcement of the use of cross-border recruited labour” 

(Cremers, 2016: 1). The lack of enforcement of posting rules is certainly due to 

weak monitoring, lack of Labour Inspectors, poor knowledge of the posting 

rules, inconsistencies in the applicable rules. Posted workers are mostly 

excluded from worker representation and formal collective bargaining 

(Wagner, Berntsen, 2016). Current developments try to strengthen employee 

rights and control operations in order to reduce the gap from the top. In 2014 

the Enforcement Directive21 was approved with the objective to address issues 

related to fraud, circumvention of rules, and exchange of information between 

 
21http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32014L0067from=fr 
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Member States. In 2016 the European Commission presented a revision22 of the 

rules on posting that included changes in three areas: remuneration of posted 

workers, temporary work agencies regulation, and long-term posting approved 

by the European Parliament in 2018. Until Member States transpose the new 

rules (2020), current legal rules remain in place. Above all, it remains uncertain 

how any legal rules can tackle the current practices of the posting system.  

From a sociological point of view, is the “formalisation thesis” (Rostow, 

1959) back on the European agenda, leading to the disappearance of posting as 

an autonomous system as we described it? Nothing is less certain.  Functionalist 

perspectives can only hesitate in attempts from the top to reduce the gap 

between the “deviant system” and the “legal system”, through a process of 

recursive formalisation, but it fails in the face of the resilience of the posting 

system because the autonomous character of its social regulation is not 

considered. On the contrary, the social regulation view is able to gather its 

autonomous character and consequently to understand the weakness of the 

formalisation strategy from the top. Opportunities for better living conditions 

may emerge on the ground. The specificity of this form of employment is its 

transnational character, opening locally new spaces for collective action in 

traditional sectors. Shifting the perspective from functionalist view to social 

regulation is a first step to recognise control and autonomy of posted work and 

the existence of two competing systems. This may ultimately shift the analysis 

from static and recursive control to autonomous change aiming to unify both 

systems from below. 

  

 
22http://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?docId=15294langId=en 
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Appendix 
 
 
Table 1. Profile of the Portuguese employees interviewed (n: 33). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

N Ages Profession/ 
Function 

Duration: 
contract 

People/ 
bedroom 

Location : 
work 

Location :  
interview 

Year 

1 30-39 Leader 3 years 3 Midi-Pyrénées Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
2 30-39 Builder 2 years 3 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
3 30-39 Leader 1 year 2-3 Midi-Pyrénées Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
4 30-39 Builder/ 

Scrap dealer 
6 month 3-4 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2012 

5 30-39 Leader 6 years 2-3 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
6 40-49 Leader 6 years 3 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
7 30-39 Driver 5 years 2-3 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
8 30-39 Leader 6 years 2-3 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
9 20-29 Laborer 3 years 2 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
10 60-65 Driver 1 year 2 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
11 40-49 Foreman 6 years 2 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
12 20-29 Leader 6 years 2 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2012 
13 20-29 Plasterer 1 year  

 
2-3 Île-de-France  North Portugal 2013 

14 30-39 Locksmith 1 year 2-3 Île-de-France  North Portugal 2013 
15 30-39  Posting 

Agency  
n/a n/a Nord du 

Portugal 
North Portugal 2013 

16 20-29 Responsible 
Construction 

3 month 4 Burgundy North Portugal 2013 

17 20-29 Posting 
Agency 

n/a n/a North Portugal 
 

North Portugal 2013 

18 30-39 Tiler 3 month 4-5 Île-de-France North Portugal 2013 
19 50-59 Laborer 2 month 1 Aquitaine North Portugal 2013 
20 60-65 Laborer 

(undeclared) 
1 month 3-4 Aquitaine North Portugal 2013 

21 30-39 Locksmith 5 month 2 Aquitaine 
PACA 

North Portugal 2013 

22 30-39 Locksmith/ 
Foresmith 

5 month 2 PACA North Portugal 2013 

23 40-49 Portoguese 
Employer 

n/a n/a Rhône-Alpes Rhône-Alpes 
 

2013 

24 30-39 Tiler 3 month 2-3 Rhône-Alpes Rhône-Alpes 2013 
25 60-65 Tiler 3 month 2-3 Rhône-Alpes Rhône-Alpes 2013 
26 20-29 Electrician 4 years  2 Midi-Pyrénées  Midi-Pyrénées 2014 
27 20-29 Laborer 1 year 3 Île-de-France Île-de-France 2014 
28 50-59 Laborer 9 years 3 Île-de-France Île-de-France 2014 
29 40-49 Tiler 3 month 3 Île-de-France Île-de-France 2014 
30 40-49 Scrapper/ 

Leader 
6 month 4 Auvergne Auvergne 2014 

31 30-39 Laborer 9 month NR Auvergne Auvergne 2014 
32 50-59 Laborer 9 month NR Auvergne Auvergne 2014 
33 40-49 Scrap dealer 3 month 2-4 Auvergne Auvergne 2014 
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Figure 1. Yearly numbers of workers posted to France. 
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